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The rheology of concentrated polymer solutions and melもsare analyzed on the idea that 
entanglements confine individual chains to a one-dimensional， tube-like regions. While 
this picture has been extensively applied to loosely entangled flexible polymers， less at-
tention h出 beenpaid to tightly entangled semiflexible polymers， which are biologically 
imporもant.Here we combine computer simulations and scaling argumen胞もodevelop a 
unified view of polymer entanglement based on primitive paもhanalysis (PPA). 
Primitive paths are the shortest paths between the end-points of each chain that 
are topologically equivalentもothe original chain con五guration.This can be numerically 
implemented by fixing the end-points and then contracting the chain contours without 
crossing each other [1，2]. resulting in a mesh of mutually entangled， piecewise straight 
lines (primitive paths). To them we apply the theory of enta時 ledsemiflexible chains [3] 
regarding the PPA as a meansもorenormalize the loosely to a tightly entangled system. 
In particular， the plateau modulus G~ is given by: 
G~ = GG(kBTj伶)(PKf~)市(L'jL)8j5
where fK and ρK are the length and number density of the Kuhn segmenもs，while L 
and L' are the (average) lengths of the original chains and the primitive paths. We 
used two types of model polymer liquids:もightlyentangled solutions of zero-diameter 
WLCs wi出 10 く PKf~ く 105 [2] and dense melts of flexible bead-spring chains with 
l く PKf~ く 40 [1]. The chain contraction ratio Lj L' is obtained from七henumeical 
PPA to estimate the plateau modulus， which are compared with experimental data for 
semiflexible biopolymers (actins， fd-phages) and also synthetic flexible polymers. With 
GG = 0.2， we find excellent agreement between the experimental data and our results 
over 5 decades in the dimensionless segment density. We also develop an approximation 
formula for L' j L which gives a two-parameter日抗i時 ofthe plateau modulus 
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